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 I have made a backup plc file by using dd, which is located in the file system of the router, I need to restore it. After searching, I found the following commands, but it is not working. mount -o bind /var/lib/openwrt/mnt/backup.plc /mnt/backup.plc mv /mnt/backup.plc /var/lib/openwrt/mnt/backup.plc A: Is this a plc file with a wget? A writeable usb stick? Try putting the wget in a script and executing
that script with chmod +x. Or just execute plc within /mnt/backup.plc Q: How to call a function from a different component? I have an observable collection of Car. In one of my pages i want to show all the cars that are available for sale. I have a filter component that filters the observable collection of Car. I have another component that will be used for displaying the result of the filter. I need the
function from the filter component to be available in the other component. How to do that? You have the Car component (your page), which has an observable collection of cars. You have a viewmodel which contains a list of cars, and a function which filters that list. In your view, you want to be able to bind to the filtered list. So, you need to create a viewmodel for your view, which has a property

that is an ObservableCollection. In your view, you will define a ListBox for displaying your cars, and a Button to filter them. Whenever the button is clicked, you need to call the function in your viewmodel to filter the observable collection and call notifyPropertyChanged() on that property. Your view model should also notify any other properties that are bound to your view model, using
RaisePropertyChanged() Of course, you'll need to give your view model a constructor that takes a Car collection, which will be passed 520fdb1ae7
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